completed, the bearing of the subsequent argument will be at once apparent.
AH the opinions of the day, however widely different they appear, may, I believe, be comprised under two separate creeds: that of the strict, and that ?f the modified contagious theory. affections which were formerly described (under the name of continued fever) rather as varieties of a single entity, than as separate and uninterchangeable diseases, are now considered with great probability to be the products, not of a single poison, but of two or more, the influence of these several poisons has been studied, not simply as by the older physicians during their action on isolated patients, but with reference to classes of individuals. Thus it has been discovered that the circumstances under which these classes are placed, exercise an astonishing influence in aiding or counteracting the entrance of the specific agent into the body, and in favouring or nullifying the vigour of the action it there exerts.
The tendency indeed of all these observations has been to show?1st, that the effect of the human body, as a single and uniform element in producing changes m the morbid poisons, and in thereby assisting their diffusion, is by no means so great in these instances as it is in the cases of smallpox and scarlatina; 2d, that it is most probable that these poisons are in the first instance derived from sources foreign and extrinsic to the human frame, and are subsequently more or less frequently propagated and multiplied by means which are also foreign and extrinsic to it; and 3d, that the degree in which they multiply in the human body, and are in this way propagated, varies in the case of each particular poison, and according also to its alliance with other poisons, or to the state of the system through which it passes.
The evidence on which this opinion is founded cannot, of course, be here discussed ; but it may be stated that all the later researches on plague, yellow fever, and in a less degree on the fevers of this country, have tended to strengthen this position, both in respect to the amount and to the precision of argument by which it is supported.
To assimilate these observations, and to accommodate their dogma to the new truths which were inconsistent with the rigor of its previous enunciation, the advocates of the strict contagious theory have introduced various changes, and have modified their modes of expression according to the genius and temperament of each individual advocate.
Such advocates advance the following considerations in reply to the statement above given:
In the case of tropical fevers, they seek to break the link which has been made between marsh and contagious yellow fevers, by considering the latter a peculiar disease, and by placing the specific poison which springs from marshes jn a distinct category of morbid agents. They deny the validity of the evidence by which the contagious yellow fever (for such undoubtedly exists) is supposed to be traced up from forms arising from endemic sources, and which evidence, ? true, would necessarily place the poisons of all these affections in the same ClciSS. While the influence of epidemic constitutions of the atmosphere, and of external local circumstances, over the fevers of this country, as over the Oriental plague, is admitted, these conditions are presumed simply to augment the susceptibility of the subject, but to have no direct influence on the virus itself. They act on the soil which is to receive the plant, but they do not heighten the inherent force which is normal to the seed. To explain certain special cases, which seem strongly opposed to such a view, and which point to the development de novo of the specific virus, the advocates of the strict contagious theory have attributed an extraordinary durability to the poisons of fever and of plague, and a power of lurking within the frame unaltered until the accessory causes have prostrated the force which at first successfully resisted them.
Influenza, ao-ain, which is a disease manifestly arising from a special virus, and which attacks so many individuals at once, and is propagated with such rapidity that we can hardly suppose this to occur through the influence of the human body, has not vet been fairly considered by the strict contagious theory. If it is not allowed to modify this theory, it must be shut out altogether from this [July, class of morbid poisons, although in many respects it is an apt representative of the class.* The strict contagious theory was considered to derive its strongest proofs from the fact, that those persons only suffered who came in contact or were in proximity with the sick. Lately, however, a section of this party has questioned the possibility of setting bounds to the diffusion-distance which a poison can traverse before its powers are destroyed. Whilst the older contagionists never assigned a greater distance than a few yards, this new opinion (which still looks on the human body as the fans et origo rnali) doubts whether the poison may not float for an indefinite distance through the atmosphere, the condition of which may favour or impede its volatility and rapidity of diffusion. Consequently as regards this party, the evidence which is considered decisive against contagion is not decisive against them, or at least they do not consider it so; although it may be demanded how (independent of inoculation) they could prove that a single morbid poison was ever reproduced in its passage through the body, unless by the evidence derived from the fact that those about the sick are more liable to the disease than those who are not ?
Thus, at the present time, two great opinions seem to divide the medical world, and to be contending for the mastery. Each [July, 11 cases were admitted, and the cases in private practice were rapidly increasing in number. By the 22d, forty-five deaths had occurred in the city, and after this the epidemic rapidly extended. It was stated that the first three victims were cooks, who went every morning to the principal market, within a cable's length of the vessel 5 but this was erroneous, as the Swanton was nearly a mile away, and these cases occurred on the 15th, after several other cases had been noted.
The disease reached its zenith about the 28th, and declined steadily from the 1st of January.
After the disease appeared, almost every vessel that left the city soon had cases aboard; persons having the disease and dying of it, were carried to all the landings, towns, and cities up the Mississippi, as high as Cincinnati. In many of these places it spread to a limited extent; in others it did not; in no place did it prevail as an epidemic. It 
